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EEOC anticipates class-wide actions over discrimination
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The EEOC has made clear in its draft plan
that it will focus on whether employers are failing to provide reasonable accommodations to
qualified individuals. It can be expected that the
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RETALIATORY AND HOSTILE WORK ENVIRONMENTS
The draft plan addresses the need to engage in
additional education and outreach programs on
a variety of issues.
These issues appear to include overly broad
arbitration or settlement agreements that seek to
bar the submission of a complaint to the EEOC;
failures to implement and enforce document
retention programs that preserve employment
and demographic data; and failures to identify
and remedy workplace conduct that is harassing
or retaliatory due to race, color, sex, ethnicity,
age, disability or religion.
DISPARATE PAY FOR MIGRANT AND IMMIGRANT
WORKERS
The agency will be focusing on employers
with immigrant and migrant workers whose
compensation is less than other qualified workers in unprotected classes performing comparable job functions.
With the EEOC likely adopting the plan by
the end of 2012, employers should be auditing
many of their policies.
These include their data retention protocols;
their hiring and screening tools; their policies of
nondiscrimination in hiring, retaining and promoting LGBT workers; their responses to requests for
accommodation by qualified workers; their hiring
and leave policies granted pregnant female workers; and their compensation of protected workers
as compared to unprotected workers performing
substantially similar job functions, particularly
immigrant and migrant workers.
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